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Article Abstract 

 The article written by Ives, Jarvenpaa and Mason attempts to advance the concepts 

behind a “globally coordinated and managed organization.” The authors identify the driver behind 

the transformation from a traditional, locally based and operated, organization to one that 

competes on a global scale in a global marketplace: information technology (IT). Using the 

computer and communication technologies that comprise modern IT allow organizations to 

“extract the information components from tangible products, or substitute knowledge for 

material, and then instantly transport the electronically represented information or knowledge 

throughout the world.”  

The authors recognize the fact that simply having an IT strategy to take advantage of 

the transportation of information globally is not enough. The IT strategy must be closely aligned 

with the overall business strategy of the company and one way to envision the business entities 

that will benefit most from an integrated global IT management are global business drivers. 

Major Points of the Article 

 The authors point out at the beginning of the article that IT can facilitate a global 

strategy but that it should not be the global strategy or even lead the global strategy. The global 

IT strategy should only be a part of a shared global business vision and global strategy. Even 

though these common global IT systems may be initially opposed by country managers, failure to 

capture these integration opportunities can lead to lost efficiency, loss of market share, and 

dissatisfied global customers. 

 When evaluating an organization’s global strategy, or their desire to become a global 

company, the authors point to Global Business Drivers (GBDs) as the analysis tool of choice. 

GBDs “benefit from global economies of scale and scope, and thus contribute to the global 

business strategy.” GBD analysis assumes the most important piece of a successful global 

business application implementation is a shared common data model. The hardware, software, 

and organizational structures always come second to this. Some examples of GBDs are: joint 
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resources, flexible operations, risk reduction, global products, quality, suppliers, and corporate 

customers. 

 When analyzing whether an organization can take advantage of a specific GBD 

management may ask questions such as: Can work be moved electronically to another country 

where a skilled work force with favorable wages can complete it? (Joint Venture GBD) Can 

production be moved around the world? (Flexible Operations GBD) Does your product or brand 

have global opportunities? (Global Products GBD) Can volume discounts be negotiated on a 

global scale? (Suppliers GBD) 

 There are, however, definite pit-falls that managers must be mindful if they want to 

successfully apply a GBDs analysis. First, managers must be careful not to make the analysis to 

general or on to high of a level. Generalities are often too far removed from the day-to-day 

business activities of the organization to be useful. GBD analysis works best with specifics. 

Managers must also be sensitive to the differences within the organization. GBDs are “seldom 

exactly the same across business units.” The third danger is that managers must recognize 

cultural differences across business units that may make reaching an initial consensus on the 

GBDs. Finally, the managers that are involved in the GBD analysis must be senior enough to be 

strong champions and leaders in the move to a global IT strategy. 

 The authors next move on to discussing the need for the organization’s structure to 

accommodate the delivery and use of GBDs. The authors put forth the idea of a networked 

organization and how it can deal with some of the shortcomings of traditional organizational 

structures. Networked organizations create clusters, or nodes, of businesses and assets spread 

throughout the world so that they are “dispersed, interdependent, and specialized.” Business 

functions are then performed at the node where they are best done. The authors are quick to 

point out that not all of these nodes have to be owned or even managed by a central 

organization. This “dynamic network” has four major features: vertical disaggregation, brokers, 

market mechanisms, and full disclosure information systems. 
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 One keys to the successful implementation of a globally integrated system that is often 

misinterpreted is the “over-reliance on systems savings as a justification for global sharing.” In 

reality, “attempting is save systems investments without simultaneously applying [GBD] 

approaches is a recipe for failure.” Other barriers to the successful implementation of globally 

integrated IT systems include: the fact that these types of projects carry with them a high level 

of risk and long development cycles; failure to adhere to and monitor external and internal 

project integration techniques with a steering committee drawn from both IT and business areas 

across geographical boundaries; and the “lack or incompatibility of standards in communication 

and computer infrastructure.” 

Article Analysis 

 I believe that the authors put forth a good tool to evaluate the ‘fitness’ of an organization 

to a global strategy. I also believe that they made a good choice to point out—at the very 

beginning of the article—that a global IT strategy alone a global organization does not make. Too 

many companies simply take a look at the technology available in today’s business environment 

and think that they can become a global company on the back if IT. These organizations believe 

that just because the communication networks are available and that the movement of the 

necessary information and knowledge is technically possible, they can replicate their business on 

a global scale. However, if these organizations would have evaluated their organizations—and the 

strategies that make up that organization—in the light of the suggested Global business Drivers 

they may save management, line employees, and investors a lot of headaches. 

 I also believe that the authors provide a good list of caveats that organizations that 

already compete on a global basis should take notice of. Even though a company should attempt 

to align their global business and IT strategies, they cannot completely ignore local variations out 

of hand. Generalities are generally wrong. Specifics must be used for GBD analysis to work well 

and important business unit and cultural differences must be taken note of. Furthermore, I could 

not agree more with the idea that the entire analysis project must have high-level leadership in 

order to be as successful as possible. 


